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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 1 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA—and your brain 2 
masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 3 
BREAKING: Did you hear about the newest conspiracy theory? 4 
Birds don't exist: they've all been replaced by mechanical drone 5 
replicas deployed by the United States government to spy on 6 
American citizens.1 7 
A Memphis TN dude, McIndoe, has succeeded to make the 8 
revelation of this conspiracy go viral, and 60 minutes gave him an 9 
interview. According to the birds aren't real conspiracy theory, 10 
beginning with the administration of Eisenhower, the US 11 
government began replacing birds with remote controlled drones. 12 
Evidence supporting the theory includes the fact that since 1907, 13 
the US has been experimenting with remote controlled aircraft.2 14 
So, you see! But the idea of a drone bird, actually, well, we have no 15 
confirmed sightings. And, you do know that it was Eisenhower 16 
who warned us about the dangers of the military industrial 17 
complex, and its nefarious plan to devour our resources and 18 
children. He said nothing about surveillance, though. No doubt 19 
because that would have got him into real trouble. Here is a video 20 
clip of Eisenhower warning against the Military Industrial 21 
Complex — but be forewarned, it's a Bernie ad.3 22 
Okay, this is an admitted spoof. McIndoe told 60 minutes that it's 23 
satire on the current misinformation/disinformation drama — he 24 
said his spoof is providing a sort of safe place to allow us all to talk 25 

                                     
1 https://www.theblaze.com/video/birds-aren-t-real-parody 
2 https://www.dronetechplanet.com/the-history-of-drones-timeline-from-1907-to-2019/ 
3 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SEGpTu8sVKI 
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about it with good humor, rather than being scared. Uh, huh! 26 
Yeah! He is probably a CIA Plant to discredit concern about 27 
disinformation and spoof conspiracy theories like the Wuhan lab 28 
leak, and the recent discovery that the SARS-CoV-2 dna reveals it 29 
originated in an Asian King Cobra, somehow got mingled with 30 
some Chinese Bat DNA, and jumped into humans at the Wuhan 31 
Lab — you know, conspiracies like Hunter's Laptop was 32 
orchestrated by Trump in collusion with Russia, and the 2020 33 
Election was stolen by compromised Election officials and the 34 
Dominion voting machines — and 2000 mules — wait, these have 35 
been proven TRUE! Oh no, maybe Obama and Biden have a secret 36 
Bird-Drone task force collecting data on us all by their little bird 37 
drones. 38 
You know, come to think of it, before you dismiss this, let me tell 39 
you a personal story. 40 
A few weeks ago, I noticed a bird outside my window, where I 41 
paint. It perched on a tree just outside my makeshift studio, 42 
chirping softly. 43 
I went into the house, to the kitchen, to make some coffee. As I was 44 
working on my espresso, I noticed that bird flit over to a tree 45 
looking at me through the bay window of our kitchen.  46 
I went upstairs to our bedroom to get something, I forget now 47 
what it was, sometimes I forget before I get there, this time, I did 48 
not forget until I decided to relate this story to you, and we have a 49 
nice large window that looks out into our backyard, and that bird 50 
took a perch on a branch where I could see it. I thought that's 51 
weird! 52 
When I went back downstairs to my makeshift studio, that bird 53 
flew down and perched again on a branch of the tree where it could 54 
watch me. 55 
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So, maybe there is something to this conspiracy theory that the US 56 
government killed billions of birds and replaced them with 57 
surveillance drones. 58 
But it does not seem likely it was any of the drone bird replicas put 59 
into service during Eisenhower’s' presidency.  60 
Okay, let's get serious! 61 
Is Biden's Disinformation Governance Board a Haman's gallows 62 
for Hillary, Obama, and Biden? Haha! Wait for it! 63 
Well, "they" it appears they succeeded to use the SCOTUS Leak to 64 
abort all the news breaking into America's consciousness, or 65 
awareness bubble on, well, everything: Hunter's laptop, Biden's 66 
failed economy, foreign policy blunders, ELECTION FRAUD, 67 
VACCINE FRAUD, Durham's ever so slowly tightening vice on 68 
Hillary's head as he gathers evidence that is fitting Hillary for an 69 
orange jump suit — I mean, even Ukraine and Russia are on the 70 
back burner now!  71 
But, like the wonderful young lady who survived TWO 72 
ABORTION ATTEMPTS to become a powerful spokeswoman for 73 
LIFE4 — we will survive this latest effort to abort the TRUTH as 74 
the brain masseur keeps breaking through the barriers, blowing 75 
away the smoke, and breaking their mirrors — or, better, turning 76 
their faces into their own mirrors, exposing them for what they are 77 
— LIARS. For indeed, they are of their father, the DEVIL, who is a 78 
liar from the beginning—cause the "they" I am talking about are 79 
those children of disobedience, those Alinsky lackeys, those Deep 80 
State snakes, those traitors against the LORDSHIP of CHRIST and 81 
the protections of our Constitution— 82 
Friends, it's time for your Brain Massage! 83 
[TRUTH] 84 

                                     
4 https://www.dailysignal.com/2022/05/06/woman-who-survived-2-abortion-attempts-shares-her-message-to-pro-choice-activists/ 
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Did Roberts leak the draft? Who did? Why?  85 
A while back, I mean, BSL — before SCOTUS leak — rumors 86 
bubbled up that Roberts signaled a possible ruling to overturn 87 
Roe.5 The argument is a bit convoluted, but what interests me here 88 
is that "Court observers" — I didn't know that was a career option 89 
— anyway — court observers noticed the order of which justice is 90 
tapped to write the majority opinion lined up in such a way Justice 91 
Roberts would not be writing the opinion on the Mississippi case—92 
the one that just got leaked—and this was taken by these court 93 
watchers to be a signal from the Roberts court that Roe was about 94 
to get overruled. Like I said, it's a bit convoluted! 95 
Nonetheless, as we all know, Roberts got bought leading up to the 96 
Obamacare challenge, and his rulings have been very LEFT 97 
friendly ever since—maybe the name ROBERTS appearing on 98 
Epstein's Lolita-Express manifesto was the Chief Justice, after all??? 99 
In any event, it is clear the LEFTS puppet strings were firmly 100 
attached on Roberts a while back—and it is known he does not 101 
want to overturn Roe, and it is known that Alito, and Thomas DO 102 
want it overturned, and it's known that Barrett and Kanavaugh , 103 
and Gorsuch too, would likely move to overturn that ridiculous 104 
1973 ruling of the Burger court —  105 
Which also had a scandal of leaks during their deliberations on 106 
what was then euphemistically called Jane Roe.6 (By the way, Jane 107 
Roe's actual name is Norma Leah Nelson McCorvey—she died in 108 
2017, but before she went to meet her Maker, she repented of her 109 
role in the so-called legalization of Abortion and became an ardent 110 
pro-life advocate.) But it is interesting to discover that the 111 
deliberations of the 1973 Roe court were leaked to the press, the 112 
Times and the Washington Post, in fact. However, the draft of the 113 
decision was not leaked, only rumors from the inside got out that 114 
                                     
5 https://www.westernjournal.com/justice-roberts-goes-nuclear-activates-police-force-answerable-court/?ats_es=%5B-MD5-%5 
6 https://news.yahoo.com/original-roe-v-wade-decision-105756440.html 
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the court was moving toward striking down state laws prohibiting 115 
abortion. Which is all that ruling did, by the way. 116 
Jane Roe (which is the female equivalent to a John Doe—it's a way 117 
of providing anonymity to a petitioner on a sensitive case, or when 118 
the identity is not known, or when everywoman, or everyman is 119 
meant) — but the Roe decision did not create a RIGHT TO 120 
ABORTION. 121 
It only said that until the Congress decided to make a law defining 122 
when "personhood" began, the court could find not constitutional 123 
support for State's interfering with a woman's RIGHT TO 124 
PRIVACY by prohibiting abortion. So, assuming the Constitution 125 
does guarantee a "right to privacy" the court ruled the State had 126 
insufficient interests to interfere with that right in the case of 127 
abortion because, essentially, because the court could find no law 128 
defining personhood as beginning at conception, or any law that 129 
defined when personhood began prior to the child taking its first 130 
breath after breaching the womb. 131 
Of course, this was before sonograms, before in utero surgery was 132 
being performed by the likes of Dr. Ben Carson, before a heart beat 133 
became detectable after only a few weeks, before they discovered 134 
that in utero fetuses recoil from stimulus indicating they 135 
experience pain in the womb — and before many of the knuckle 136 
heads learned that the word fetus is Latin for LITTLE BABY. But 137 
Christians knew all along that CHRIST is active in the womb 138 
"forming" the baby (Jeremiah 1:5), that He had written down in His 139 
book the very members of every child in advance of their 140 
conception, and that every child is "fearfully and wonderfully 141 
made" under the cover of the mother's womb (Psalm 139:13-16), 142 
where God, setting His eyes upon the perfect mingling of the 143 
mother's and father's DNA into the substance from which the Baby 144 
would be formed — and GOD was forming precious thoughts 145 
concerning that child — see Psalm 139:17), Oh, and by the way, 146 
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take note all you baby killers — the same Psalm warns of the day 147 
God will Destroy the WICKED shedders of innocent blood. 148 
Christians knew the baby in the womb was a child when they read 149 
in their Bibles the story of Elizabeth and Mary, and the day their 150 
babies met one another, while still in the wombs, and John in 151 
Elizabeth's womb leaped for joy at meeting Jesus in Mary's. 152 
Christians knew this, and so has all men everywhere known this, 153 
which is why we have always referred to the pregnant woman as 154 
being WITH CHILD! And it's why our laws provide for 155 
punishment against double murder when a pregnant woman is 156 
killed—two deaths are counted, not one! 157 
And ironically, the Burger court did not rule against these laws — 158 
laws that recognize the infant in the womb IS a PERSON, is a 159 
HUMAN LIFE, in acts of cruelty against pregnant women — it's a 160 
baby then in the eyes of the court, State's laws that recognize this 161 
and prescribe penalties for killing a baby in such cases, well, that 162 
wicked, vile, distorted and perverted court, at least those who ruled 163 
in favor of that decision on that court, oh no, they would not strike 164 
down any such law as that — the only law they would strike down 165 
is any law THAT PROTECTS THE BABY FROM A MOTHER 166 
WHO WANTS IT DEAD. No one else can kill the baby, but the 167 
mother can. 168 
So you see, it's nonsense, since, the matter was a tenth amendment 169 
issue — you know, that bit about whatever the Constitution does 170 
not expressly prohibit is LEFT TO THE STATES! It's a matter that 171 
the PEOPLE should decide, not something decided by COURT 172 
fiat. 173 
Roe is BAD law in every single way you examine it. Like a paste 174 
diamond, examined closely, no matter what light you put to it, no 175 
matter what angle you look at it — it's paste! Alito does a masterful 176 
job exposing the UNCONSTITUTIONALITY of this ruling—and 177 
one wonders, when one considers the great pains taken to protect 178 
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the court against leaks, I mean the measures taken are extreme, 179 
Levin who clerked for Will Garwood, US Court of Appeals for the 180 
Fifth Circuit, describes the great care taken to protect the court 181 
from leaks, Bongino talked to clerks who worked inside the 182 
SCOTUS about this, it's nearly IMPOSSIBLE to leak a document 183 
like this — the only way it could happen is if a justice assisted the 184 
leak, or did it — so, did traitor Roberts leak this, and his outrage is 185 
a cover for his crime? Hmmm? 186 
I'd suggest Ketanji, except she will not be sworn in until June; so 187 
maybe Sotomayor or Elana Kagan, maybe Breyer, but I think the 188 
puppet masters would have likely yanked on Robert's string—but, 189 
we'll see. 190 
As for WHY the leak now? Hang on through the break, I'll be right 191 
back! 192 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 193 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 194 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 195 
enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 196 
liberty. 197 
Talk about conspiracy theories — here are some that attempt to 198 
explain the timing of the SCOTUS Alito draft leak. 199 
One of my friends and a colleague, Pastor Jerry Cook, called to 200 
muse over the strange coincidence that this leak occurred just as 201 
Dinesh's 2000 Mules was about to release to movie theaters across 202 
the nation. This is a SMOKING GUN documentary, exposing 203 
ELECTION FRAUD — State election officials participating in a 204 
conspiracy to defraud the American public out of their VOICE. 205 
Protecting the election fraud machine carefully and painstakingly 206 
built into our system is a hill the DOMINION thieves will die on. 207 
And Dinesh's documentary blows the cover off this conspiracy to 208 
defraud the American people of their vote. 209 
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You do realize that AMERICA has NEVER had a chance to SPEAK 210 
to the issue of abortion. A renegade activist court DECIDED it for 211 
us. Aiding and abetting this theft of the people's voice is every 212 
CONGRESS that has assembled since 1973 that refused to take up 213 
the issue and craft LAW — that would put their wicked hands into 214 
the BLOOD their silence was shedding. Every CONGRESS since 215 
1973 could have STOPPED THIS and refused. This allowed the 216 
baby killers to use propaganda to create the impression that 217 
Americans support abortion — when the fact is, it's never be tested 218 
by a free and honest ELECTION. 219 
Now that the court seems inclined to overrule that lousy decision, 220 
now, the CONGRESS is all agitated and wants to take action — the 221 
stinking cowards. And I fear the PINO has enough RINOs in CCP 222 
pockets to go along with this unless we full court press them with a 223 
clear warning that, 1. THE COVER PROVIDED TO THEM UP 224 
TO NOW BY THEIR DOMINION THEFT MACHINES IS OVER, 225 
and 2. WE WILL RISE IN MASS THIS NOVEMBER AND 226 
CARRY OUR WHIPS TO THE POLLING STATIONS 227 
INTENDING TO CLEAN HOUSE. 228 
We are coming like Jesus with His whip to CLEANSE the 229 
PEOPLE's HOUSE the way He cleaned the Father's. The MONEY 230 
CHANGER's tables will be overturned, and the thieves will be 231 
DRIVEN OUT! 232 
No more selling out America to foreign powers — no more 233 
crawfishing crabs dodging responsibility for destroying our 234 
economy, destroying our life savings, our property rights, our 235 
inalienable right to free speech, our bodily autonomy, our RIGHT 236 
TO BREATHE and to WALK ABOUT FREE — we are done with 237 
your lying emergency powers ruse — GOVERNMENT IS 238 
COMMANDED, NOW, TO BOW DOWN TO THE PEOPLE! 239 
WE COMMAND THESE UNRULY DOGS TO HEEL! 240 
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WE WILL YANK THE CHOKER CHAIN SET UPON THE NECK 241 
OF THE BEAST CALLED GOVERNMENT BY OUR 242 
FOUNDERS, AND IF YOU DON'T GET IN LINE UNDER THE 243 
PEOPLE, AND THIS GOVERNMENT DOES NOT RETURN TO 244 
TRULY BE OF, BY AND FOR THE PEOPLE, IF WE SON'T SEE 245 
YOUR SHAGGY TAIL WAGGING IN OBEDIENCE TO THE 246 
PEOPLE YOU SERVE, IF YOU REFUSE TO HUMBLE 247 
YOURSELVE TO THE PEOPLE AND BRING THE BEAST OF 248 
GOVERNMENT INTO COMPLIANCE AS THE SERVICE 249 
ANIMAL IT WAS CHARGED TO BE, WE WILL LOCK YOU UP 250 
IN CAGES JUST LIKE THE DOGS YOU ARE! 251 
Obama, you are not going to "transform America," no more tranny 252 
nonsense — we are done! You crossed the line when you decided 253 
to force us into your charade — you want to act like a bunch of sick 254 
weirdoes that's your business—it's even a bit entertaining to watch 255 
fools play — but now, Disney, you want to promote sex change 256 
operations for children, and exploit children sexually? Not our 257 
children. You liberals want to push sexual re-orientation, and force 258 
your disorientation upon our healthy, NORMAL children — you 259 
just crossed a line!  260 
You try to use to the coercive force and power of government to 261 
mandate your masks, your vaccines, and your perverse God 262 
denying, Christ despising, America hating agenda fomenting 263 
violence and trying to dissolve the bands and cords of CHRISTIAN 264 
influence that has held this nation together for a little over two 265 
hundreds years — and you have crossed a line and awakened the 266 
MASTER — the PEOPLE! The PEOPLE demand fair and honest 267 
elections — and then we will see where America is at on all these 268 
issues. 269 
I've run out of time. Truly, my friends, there is so much going on, it 270 
was always a challenge to touch on what's happening in America in 271 
my 29 minutes show, but lately it has gotten totally impossible. 272 
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That's why I'm continuing my livestream talks — go to our 273 
facebook page, for Lighthouse Baptist Church, Santa Maria, CA, 274 
like the page, say nice things about our work, and set up 275 
notifications to receive alerts. 276 
Because the Facebook Nazis, and, by the way, they are not all in 277 
cahoots with that lying election and free speech thief Zuckerberg, 278 
but those that are, throttle down my notifications — so one way to 279 
make sure you get notified when I go on LIVE is to visit our 280 
BRAIN MASSAGE website at brainmassage.net and send an email 281 
to me from out contact page — put NOTIFICATIONS in the 282 
message and you'll be added to the list. It's all free, but that does 283 
not mean it's free to us. If you want to help, you can click on the 284 
donate button and help us out. 285 
So, let's conclude with some observations regarding the best theory 286 
explaining WHY the leak occurred now? 287 
I mentioned the diversion theory, to take attention away from 288 
Dinesh's documentary proving election fraud stole the 2020 289 
election. 290 
Another theory is that it diverted attention away from a bombshell 291 
exposure of Pfizer's sordid affair with the FDA in defrauding the 292 
American people — the Pfizer report is actually a complicated read 293 
and I need more time to analyze it. Disputed claims suggest the 294 
trial ended with 1220 deaths, and the alarm is that if there is even 295 
one death in thirty days of the trial, it is shut down, like it was back 296 
in the first SARS outbreak. 297 
Another theory is that since the Ukraine - Russia thing just wont 298 
get the traction the left hoped for and create a diversion sufficient 299 
to take attention away from Biden's failures, and the failures of the 300 
agenda of the LEFT, and because their own base of support is 301 
quickly eroding, and they could not get any race wars going, they 302 
decided to spring this out before the upcoming election to at least 303 
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give them something else to talk about, and divert attention of the 304 
RIGHT and the LEFT — it would shore up their base, and get the 305 
RIGHT talking about something other than hammering on Biden's 306 
laptop woes, and explaining his missing 5.2 million dollars in 307 
income he failed to report, and…! 308 
I think it is a combination shot — have you ever lined up a three-309 
ball combination shot on a pool table? Pretty tricky! Not often 310 
successful — and I don't think this is going to work for them either. 311 
You'll have to tune in to my livestream VISIT tonight to discuss the 312 
question whether Biden's Disinformation Governance Board is a 313 
Haman's gallows—something he is building to hang conservatives 314 
on, but will turn around and be used, in the end, to hang him, 315 
Obama, and Hillary — throw Brennan, Schifty, Schuumer — and 316 
the rest. 317 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me 318 
know if you see them. Share this link to everyone you know. Send 319 
it out to all your friends individually. I don't have any algorithms 320 
working to get my message out — you need to be my algorithm! 321 
Haha. And share it to every platform you are on. In fact, join up on 322 
every platform you can and share the podcast on every one of them 323 
Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. That’s 324 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 325 
email. 326 
You can leave a message on our Lights On hotline: 805.314.2114. 327 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church. 328 


